The men of Textile who attended the freshman football banquet, November 25, enjoyed one of the best social occasions that has been held at Lowell Textile. Never did Southwick Hall present such a pleasing picture with its streamers of black and red, its shaded lights, and its canopy archway. Robert F. Avorn and his committee deserve much credit for these artistic decorations.

On the platform behind a screen of black and red, Art Cantara’s Oxford Cavaliers furnished the music for dancing. Much favorable comment was heard upon the excellence of the selections. Those boys certainly can play.

The guests of the evening included President and Mrs. Charles E. Ranes, Professor and Mrs. Louis A. Coby, Professor and Mrs. Letter H. Cushing, and Mr. and Mrs. Russell M. Pol. Professor James G. Ow, Prof. Adviser, was presented, due to illness, for the banquet chair.

During the intermission refreshments were served under the direction of Edward J. Johnson.

The committee in charge consisted of the officers of the class.


(Well done, freshmen—Ed.)

Omicron Pi Banquet

Omicron Pi held its annual freshman banquet on Thursday evening, November 17, at the fraternity house. The two dozen pledges were quite welcomed to the house soon after 4:30 P.M. The banquet was held at 6:30 and was provided over the pizzazz.

Paul J. Walker, a member of the fraternity, explained the duties of the toastmaster to perfection and is to be congratulated on the fine manner in which he managed the affairs of the evening.

Professor Arthur A. Stewart, honorary member of the fraternity, was the first speaker and extended the freshers a welcome to the house. Mr. Chace and Parson Walter

PRIZE PROBLEM

There were once two Arabs, one of whom had live branches of bread and the other three leaves of a tree. They both set out to eat a third Arab who came along and they invited him to dine. They all sat equally around, and when the third Arab left he gave them each a branch and a leaf. The first two Arabs then felt to questioning as to how the three shares might be divided. What is the correct division?

The Class of 1936 Sponsors a Most Successful Dance

Fraternity Pledge Announced

Delta Kappa Phi


Beta Lambda of Pi Kappa Alpha, Chiliee, Providence, R. I.

Sedigist, Wesley E. — East Mitten, Mass., Ecarvair, Leo, Modella, Columbus, S. A., Hirek, Eman. N. B. — Weehawken, N. J.


Omicron Pi


Sigma Omocs Phi


Alpha Omocs Phi


Beta Omocs Phi

Several members of the Almora were present, including Mr. C. W. Clark, who outlined the social situation of the fraternity.

The toastmaster next introduced President Robert C. Willis, under whom guidance the fraternity had been successfully maintained its high standard of former years, urged that the new members cooperate with the active chapter in making this one of the best.
...The Secretary... 

...The Question Box... 

...The Thinker... 

...SHODDY... 

Have You Ever? 

[Text continues...]

LOWELL TEXTILE INSTITUTE 

[Text continues...]

Textile Co-operative Society 
LOWELL TEXTILE INSTITUTE 

AUTHORIZED BOOK STORE 

Charms, $1.50 $2.50 

Pins, $2 

Rings, $2.50 

Shirts, $1.15 $1.50 

Sweaters, Pens, Pencils, Incidental... 

WELCOME TO THE NEW LIFE OF SHIRTS 

YOU HAVE THE NEW STICKERS? GET SOME...
FACTS

GLENNK—I have submitted study of life of Cockroaches.
SKUNK—Skulls vary
DOUG—The Old Howard
STOLLEC—Bloody! and how!
SCHOOLEE—Grace and Evelyn Schubert say it's still a turn up.
CHADIN—The poor 'prof' is still existing.
BUTCH—The Cut Sheet
BATT—Still interested in Tobacco.
CASCUTAF—THOMAS—Still complaining about Butterfield's monopoly. Watch out Bert!
LIEOH—Rage returned his drinking and dailying
ENDIC—Wells—Making no move out of the poor freehies.
GROSSMAN—Main Interest seems to be centered around Natasha, beauty trying to last in N. hope.
GRIFFIN—Who's that red-headed lady in Vernon?
VAILTEN—Robinson's still look for choice rambling times.
BARANOVSKY—Now's this class a art magazine? Imagine it?
EICHER—You rather: love—

FLAUVIC—Another addition to the Chalmersford street section.
LEEL—Goodness knows where he'll be seen next. Pastamark.

UNDOING A COLLEGE EDUCATION

One time there was a college boy on a student trip, too. What thought he ought to show his folks at home how much he knew. With scorn for this and scorn for that, he filled his father's ear. For having gathered knowledge he had also learned to censor.

The youngster went about the town with a most superior air. He couldn't stand the manner of the old friends living there. He hated this and hated that, with a frown upon his face. He called his business vet and his servant commonplace.

One evening as they sat alone his troubled father said:

"Next year you down to college to gain wisdom, isn't it. Unto my sorrow and dismay I find on your return you've merely picked up tricks of pride which any boy can learn.

"You needn't go to college to discover things to hate. To suffer at human failures is an art as easy, good. The faults of other people even ignorant men can find—Now take this tip from your father—any fool can understand it."

REGAR A GUEST

CHESTERFIELDS ARE MILD

CHESTERFIELD'S TASTE BETTER

As smokers become more experienced, they demand milder cigarettes. Chesterfields are milder. Their mildness is just as much a feature as the beauty of their package.

The tobaccos are mild to begin with. Patient aging and curing make them milder still. And Chesterfields contain just the right amount of Turkish—not too much—carefully blended and cross-blended with ripe, sweet Donga-stant tobaccos.

Chesterfields are milder. They taste better. That's why they say, "They Satisfy."
The Blue Streak!!

Hal, dear reader, while I wish to lead you the tail of the Blue Streak (named Herman).

Now "Herman" as well as you call it was an inglorious model on Earth. What it is now we know to you, dead reader, for you to decide. The point now is that now here it is plagiarism but on Earth that is the place of truth. Herman not being the first in the circle, the early Swedish who inhabited it by superior reds, he.

It is therefore that the car was driven into a solution and solfied with a benzolwater with a content present offered by a local newspaper which the artist won. It then hung up a wall and the car, then it changed into that hideous essence, without a shadow, to the uniquely.

That car (color) is to be preserved as a relic for the Chinese in the future. It is believed that it will be opened to the public in the 21st century.

In conclusion, Albert: "Where did you ever get a cherry-colored dog?"

Ellert: "I'll have you know how a pollie dog.

Safe As Anything

Store Clerk: "Here's your part of the cash. little bill. Where's the Little Girl?"

Ellert: "Please sir, it's in the bottom of the can.

(Notice: Printed with the sanction of the author of the royal "Ell"

1936 Column

The honors in the race for new fraternity members are awarded to Kendrick Pi. Over a score joined the fraternity and were presented with a ring that they will carry on the traditions of O. Pi.

Berg has reached new heights in his quest for knowledge. On a recent trip he was able to view the bluffs in the Moody street bridge. He wouldn't be exact if they were to receive ten poodles for each milestone.

Three members of the fraternity class who played on the football team were invited to his party. All Fraternity members of the equal from the same extra weeks in their weekly efforts that textile enjoyed such a successful season.

Salus is a拥护or on "Poppy." He has carefully followed the trail of the artist. Only one question remains to worry him. He offers ten shillings to the answer for the query, "Can you pick lick Turpin?"

An ambition business manager is now employed by us. The present board would like to have a practical test of his position. If you are interested kindly write to Professor Fox or Dr. Davis in "Fox 14."

Our special agent has found that Prof. Fantasia is valuing a course in practical magic. For you are hereby to give all the students. These kids are a moving force at all times.

The demands of student from the Eng.

come to the students. But, we fear that like the student of the King the students has been all day on the "sandal-wearers."

Our honored treasurer, Ray Ruber, wonders whether or not the position is watch a complimentary or business nature. All those wish to learn will be sent a check immediately to Ray. No contribution is too small.

The request for support in material for "The Text" is being answered. We encourage all students to support the cause. We noted that the request was not unheard. Keep up the good work and The Blue Streak is always ready to help those in need of an institution of the highest caliber.

Lester is seriously thinking of taking vocal lessons. He feels that the Lowell Police Department does not consider the full story of his voice. His addition at the railroad station was notably interrupted by two members of the force.
DELTA KAPPA PI

Twocota, after reading the last test, donated a temporary beehive to the institute. He was seen to be enacting the bee life, but later faded in fascination.

When low on try, Markarian's trick—invite someone to ride with you—was again pushing if you have someone to help you.

Birdwell's machine acted as a backing horse when he tried in push Benders' test. But although the little Enos was going to try right down and die...

Well's mother wouldn't let him take a bath at home after the Seven Hall game. He had to wait till he got back to Lowell. Nice! that New Jersey snk! (Eh, Bud?)

Schacter, the original cage craze, takes in every show in town.

Bukala challenges Thomas to a dance of guilt (for what do you call it? Hj!) to be played outside his house at the old Oak Range. Be sure and bring your hats. Thomas Bukala hasn't any extras.

Now that the basketball season is over, Dudley may not be as popular with the women. They won't need any pens.

Thomas is really quite a sport, he walked out on the Chem. with the majority of the class at ten past, while the teachers' pets strayed, in hopes that they would have a better time. They did.

Morrison will soon be married and Bukala. It's a Red Head, too! Monday, Wednesday, Friday nights, and all day Sunday. Every once in a while (quite often) he has to take an afternoon off from lab to interview her.

Bertwell, the fugitive from Quest lab, has lost his bonuses to ward Thomas, lately. He's been trying to get you to give that sheet to Howerseworth again, isn't? Better hurry up before Anson gets to Washington.

Salley is setting very loud of L. T. 1. He goes at the 3:00 o'clock morning (chapel) and night school begins all day. (What small part of it that he gets in there). Bertwell, Buck and Phelan may be seen at L. T. 1. nights.

After nearly four years of preparations at L. T. 1. Wells now anticipates leading the life of "Hillbilly Crusoe in a Dixie Phantasmic."

THE TEXT

OMICRON PI

College Spirit

Again we wish to welcome the students. Let's see you all over at the house often. We'll bet that you can take Garnier to "howdy."

"Come-By"齿龈, alias "Fugger" will put on an invasion wrestling match with one of our pet Blights. He reminded in class Monday night, intending to practice. After this match, "Cassell" will take on the Sugar Forte. Admission for this match will be two dollars.

"Here" Robinson tried new tactics against Firo. Churchill last week. Churchill's pool game has improved greatly lately, so "They" appeared in a tea last Friday night. Letting that he would dazzle his opponent. He didn't want to go so, as he took an awful drubbing.

"Ginger and Smalls have decided not to go back to sleep after they wake up in the morning. Red have been the results of this practice.

Matthews bought a pair of black shoes when school started. He has worn them several times since then. The shoes are a patent leather, and he has been free to use them.

"Alsm spent the night at the house last week, and has been chosen as a member of the House's Club. He passed an infirm test the next day.

Cut our cheap pick winners! Won't that little blonde smooth! Beatrice tried his hardest to get to know her, but he didn't notice the little ring on her left band.

After a little "bullsession" the other girls Penn went out and bought a head of lettuce. He is trying to dispose of a tryst given out in the house. His discoveries have been kept secret for good of all concerned.

"Weekend Wilkie" and Matthews report that they spent a hectic two days with nice (and various) women (not too good and terrible). It's fine, though, by that little coaster alike to these boys.

PETE'S AUTOMOBILE PAINTING AND ELECTRICAL SIMONIZING

HIGH GRADE DUCO AND LACQUER FINISHES

ALSO TRIMMING, FENDER AND BODY REPAIRING

General Auto Repairs

PETER MALO, Prop

365 AEVENTH STREET

LINUC R. BRUNELL

CARS ARE ALL HEATED

PHI PSI

Two Stores in Lowell

Fountain Lunch
Restaurant
Candy
Salad Dressing

Tea Room
Bakery
Ice Cream
Catering

ALWAYS THE BEST

COOPER TAXI

Special Service to Textile Students
CLEANING - PRESSING - RENTAL RICCAR

Phone 6808
31 Moody St., Opp. City Hall

diamond taxi

CARs ARE ALL HEATED

BALKF SERVICE CO.

PRINTERS OF THE TEXT

190 MIDDLE STREET
LOWELL, MASS.

PLOTIKS

Special Service to Textile Students
CLEANING - PRESSING - RENTAL RICCAR

Phone 6808
31 Moody St., Opp. City Hall

DRAUGHTING TOOLS

AT

Thompson Hardware Co.

204 MERRIMACK STREET

ROUGH HOUSE SERVICE
Chet's Chat

What a trip! What a game! What a time! The members of the football team were so engrossed in their victory that they probably will never forget. The trip to New York and New Jersey, the memories of the contests, will all be gone with Seton Hill. The big game is a thing of the past. Textile suffered some damage among two and a half inches of rain during the game and could not make much headway through the heavy Seton Hill line.

The Seton Hill football field was converted into a pool as all the little streams flowed into the field. There were several streams about two feet wide and this made deep flowing on the field. Obviously the players could not hold in the ball in place before he would pass it back, because at one point the field there was a strong current. Jolliffe said he couldn't make more than 25 yards before he carried the ball. He had to swim against the current which was too strong for him. Jolliffe had a few back times quite often as Seton Hill tackled played through Textile's line and "nailed" him.

"Virgil" Griffin and Perryke had more luck than the rest of the team. The former had plenty of swimming practice at Swampscott and the latter was a life guard at a pond in Andover during the summer.

It seemed odd, though, just as the kickoff was to take place it started harder than ever during the day. Textile kicked off and the ball went the long distance of about 15 yards—wth a big splash. The ball struggled through the water, finally a Seton Hill player picked up the ball and began to run—then splash, and so the players crowded into the mud and water it was hard to distinguish who was who. Later in the game the mud plastered on the same, one couldn't distinguish whether he saw the back or front of a player. "Virgil" Griffin went into the same and tried to swing under the line but somebody's big foot was there. It was a great game to see but a tough game to play.

However, the boys had enough profit left after the game and the majority of them went to New York City. "Beau" Baker and Walcott shared giving directions how to get to different parts of the city—if their directions had been followed the boys would have landed in "East Jill" any. Anyway, after taking a ferry and a couple of carriages they finally landed at Times Square. The crowd was "White Day" and the street was crowded. Impressed and interested they walked—but they wanted to see more—so they saw more. After attending a quite interesting show the group split up and several went to a hotel and had tea, while Walcott and Jackson had a great time with the taxi dance crazed waitress. Baker said the ball cost $1.50 or 10 hours or so—but "it was worth it," he said.

"Baker" and Jackson found a head nearby to hear Cole Gallaway and his orchestra at one of the theaters, but they were quite disappointed and very sorry because "Cole" failed to appear. As the group reassembled, the boys walked up the street and passed the bright eyes, women and what have you. The taxi dancer left the "hot spot." From this excursion a contest developed which was nearly bordered by the hotel, Payne's, and Parnells. The "stood" made enough money from the Textile group to cover up for the rest of the night. An mid-

President's List

(Continued from Page 1)

Luis H. Barraquero,
Vitória do Ceará, Brazil.
Edward Grossman—Providence, R. I.
Robert Miller Kennedy.

Disqualifications:
Horace, Mass.

T H E  T E X T

Omicon Pi Notes

Griffiths is considering being offered by the Beta B. A. as a member of the relay team. Reports have it that he has a perfect bat and stroke, according to reports from Seton Hill and Roseland. He was under water most of the game, thus creating a new record.

"Fancy Free" Stump and "Who" delivers are two touchdown which fact will be confirmed by those who witnessed the passing mood of the game. Any of the Margals of Queensbury's rules were forgotten in this setting.

Wine is due basketball team this year with Hank Savry, our center, and Percy, our beloved cool guy. Savry was probably the most perfect basket catcher Omicon Pi ever had.

"Hendy" is president of the Rosencranz Club with an average of 11 points, while his roommate in Rosencranz, Seton Hill, has the highest average of 99.44%. As decent as a new-born babe. It seems funny how two persons of such antithetical qualities can live together, but such takes its own road.

Gardner and Gregory also are ringer for the Purity Club. However, the other, Jarek, Smith, were in doubt about. "As goes Mike so goes the nation" and Kenan Falls.

Earp-voiced Graham, the Adonis of North Andover, has been gambling at the age of 21 on sporting grounds at Lawrence.

Wilkes, of the Newton Willows, went home to cast his all-important vote for the repeal of the 16th Amendment, the return of the union, hard liquor, prosperity, and Grover Cleveland.

"Anastasia" Griffin, Swampscott (I.) was seen when he came in and when he left the house Todd might have been the interval--of the average of 99.44%. As decent as a new-born babe. It seems funny how two persons of such antithetical qualities can live together, but such takes its own road.

No raw tobaccos in Luckies

—that's why they're so mild

W E buy the finest, the very finest tobaccos in all the world—but that does not explain why folks everywhere regard Lucky Strike as the mildest cigarette. The fact is, we never overlook the truth that "Nature in the Raw is Seldom Mild"—so these fine tobaccos, after proper aging and mellowing, are then given the benefit of that Lucky Strike purifying process, described by the words—"It's toasted". That's why folks in every city, town and hamlet say that Luckies are such mild cigarettes.

"It's toasted"

That package of mild Luckies